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ABSTRACT Amyloid was extracted from the spleen of a patient with primary amyloidosis by homogenizing it at high speed with water after preliminary treatments, first to remove proteins soluble in saline, and then to remove salts. The extracts containing amyloid appeared to be clear at concentrations up to 6 mg/ml of protein. The material gave little sediment on being centrifuged up to 20,000 g for 1 hr, but the protein was sedimented at 100,000 g in 1 hr. The amyloid could be precipitated from the extracts by addition of NaCl to 0.0075 mole/liter or of CaCl₂ to 0.0025 mole/liter. The protein-bound Congo red formed a red precipitate and this property was used to estimate recovery and purity of amyloid during extraction.

On electronmicroscopy the isolated amyloid proved to be morphologically pure. It existed either as single filaments measuring 60–80 Å in diameter or as large aggregates of these filaments.

Freshly isolated amyloid in water sedimented as a single homogeneous peak with an s₂₀,w of about 45–50S. On standing, the solution became cloudy and more rapidly sedimenting components appeared. On electrophoresis the material migrated as a homogeneous peak towards the anode. The protein had an amino acid composition different from that of all known serum proteins. It was rich in acidic amino acids and had little cysteine and methionine and no hydroxyproline. The total content of carbohydrate was less than 2%.

INTRODUCTION

Investigations on amyloid have been hampered by the fact that no solvent has been found in which this material can be quantitatively extracted and obtained in a reasonably pure and stable state.

Amyloid fibrils are known to be highly insoluble in neutral aqueous media of ionic strengths commonly used (1, 2). In recent years amyloid has been dissolved in dilute alkali (3) and in concentrated urea solutions (4, 5). However, the yields by these procedures are relatively poor, and the extracted amyloid is only partially brought into solution. During the isolation procedures some of the material was degraded to particles of lower molecular weight and some of it could not be fully reconstituted to its original fibrillar form.

Reports on the composition of amyloid by different investigators have shown wide variation in the contents of carbohydrate components (6–8) and amino acids (6, 9, 10). This variability can probably be attributed to the difficulties of purifying a substance that cannot be dissolved without decomposition. Cohen and Calkins (11) demonstrated the fibrillar character of several types of amyloid. Since these fibrils have all the tintorial characteristics of amyloid, it seems likely that they are amyloid, while the interfibrillar material is an impurity. The demonstration of fibrils as the main constituent in amyloid has resulted in a number of electronmicroscope studies (5, 12–18). In general the amyloid fibrils appear to be 70–100 Å wide and of lengths that range from 400 to 16,000 Å. A detailed discussion of the structure of these fibrils has recently been published by Shirahama and Cohen (18).

In an effort to obtain a solution of amyloid in a stable form, a method has been developed by which
a major fraction of amyloid was extracted from the spleen of a patient with primary amyloidosis in distilled water. In the course of this procedure, it was possible to obtain a clear solution, containing amyloid in distilled water that lent itself readily to physicochemical, chemical, and ultrastructural characterization.

METHODS

Tissue. The tissue used for extraction was a specimen of human spleen obtained postmortem from a patient with primary amyloidosis. The spleen was stored at −20°C until thawed and subjected to the procedures outlined below. Histological examination showed classical amyloidosis; the hematoxylin-eosin stain showed an accumulation of extracellular eosinophilic material. The material stained red with Congo red and showed green birefringence with a polarizing microscope (19). Crystalline vitamin stained it metachromatically. Electronmicroscope examination of the “top layer,” prepared by the method of Cohen and Calkins (20), using negative staining technique, demonstrated fine fibrils of 100 A ± 20 in diameter as well as collagen bundles.

Separation and purification. All procedures were carried out at 4°C. The Virtis-45 high speed homogenizer was used for all homogenizations. A Spinco model L centrifuge with a No. 30 rotor was used for all centrifugation.

The initial steps do not differ basically from the original method of Cohen and Calkins (20). 20 g of the amyloid-laden spleen and 400 ml of 0.15 M NaCl were homogenized in a Virtis-45 high speed homogenizer for 5 min, and the mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant solution was discarded. The sediment was homogenized as before with 400 ml of 0.15 M NaCl, and the mixture centrifuged as before. These operations were repeated six or seven times. The last supernatant solution had an absorbance of less than 0.075 at 280 mμ.

At this point most soluble proteins and other soluble materials of the spleen had been removed. Salt was now removed from the residue by homogenizing the residue with 30 ml of distilled water and centrifuging the suspension at 30,000 rpm for 1 hr. The supernatant (supernatant I) contained only small quantities of protein (0.1 mg/ml) and was discarded. The residue was homogenized with 200 ml of distilled water and centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for an hour. This yielded a supernatant (supernatant II) which contained a large quantity of protein, about 2 mg/ml. The residue was homogenized with 200 ml of distilled water, and after centrifugation at 30,000 rpm for 1 hr, the supernatant (supernatant III) again contained about 2 mg of protein per ml. The fourth and last homogenization was done with 70 ml of distilled water and the mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 3 hr. The supernatant (Supernatant IV) had a protein content of about 4 mg/ml. Supernatants II, III, and IV were kept in the cold at 4°C, and all showed similar properties. The total yield of the soluble amyloid from 3.2 g of dry tissue was 1100 mg. Thus, about 34% of the dry weight of the tissue was amyloid. Normal spleen, extracted by the same procedure, did not contain measurable amounts of protein in supernatants II, III, and IV.

Quantitative Congo red test. Congo red is bound by amyloid to form a stable product. Although this staining property and its characteristic birefringence in the polarization microscope have been used as a valuable qualitative identification method, the interaction between Congo red and amyloid has not been studied quantitatively. Therefore, to compare quantitatively the relative purities of different amyloid preparations, we developed the procedure described below. The test depends on the fact that suspensions of amyloid in saline bind a fixed amount of Congo red and that the stained insoluble amyloid is easily removed by centrifugation at low speeds.

The stock Congo red solution contains 1 g in 100 ml of distilled water. For use, a working solution is made by diluting 1 ml of the stock solution with 0.15 M NaCl to 100 ml. Generally, 2 ml of an unknown solution, containing no more than 2 mg of amyloid, is added to 10 ml of the Congo red working solution. As a control, 10 ml of Congo red is diluted with 2 ml of water. After incubating an hour, the mixture of dye and sample is centrifuged in a table top centrifuge (International Centrifuge, International Equipment Co., Needham Heights, Mass.), and the absorbance of the supernatant solution is measured at 490 mμ. The amount of Congo red bound to and removed by the amyloid in the sample is calculated by comparing the amount of Congo red left in solution in the sample and the control. Fig. 1 shows how the absorbance of the supernatant solution decreases after addition of increasing amounts of amyloid. The amyloid used to prepare the curve in Fig. 1 was a solution in water similar to that called supernatant II. In contrast, solutions of serum proteins or suspensions of collagen removed little if any Congo red from solution. The test has, therefore, been used as an assay procedure to estimate the amount of amyloid in the solution of amyloid in water (supernatants II, III, and IV), and to estimate the total amount recovered. Because of the presence of hemoglobin which interferes with the colorimetric reading and elastin and collagen which bind Congo red

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1** The linear relation between the amount of Congo red left in solution, measured by the absorbance at 490 mμ, and the amount of amyloid added.
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in tissue and in the insoluble residues, the quantitative Congo red binding could not be used to provide a precise estimate of the amount of amyloid in the tissue or the fraction of the total which was recovered. However, it appears likely that the bulk of the amyloid was extracted from the spleen, since the final product constituted about 34% of the dry weight of the spleen.

Physical and chemical studies. The sedimentation properties of the supernatants of different preparations were studied in the Spinco model E analytical ultracentrifuge at 20°C and at speeds ranging from 20,400 to 52,640 rpm. Because of the solubility properties of the material all studies were done in distilled water. Protein concentrations of the samples ranged from 1 to 4 mg/ml. Sedimentation coefficients were calculated as described by Trautman (21), and the sedimentation coefficient at infinite dilution was determined by extrapolation from four values obtained at different concentrations.

Electrophoresis was carried out in a Perkin-Elmer apparatus, model 38A (22). Optical absorption spectra were recorded with a Beckman model DU spectrophotometer. The nitrogen content was determined by micro-Kjeldahl procedure. Amino acid content was determined by the automatic amino acid analyzer (Spinco model 120) (23). Hydroxyproline was determined by the Woessner method (24). Neutral sugars were determined by the anthrone method (25), hexosamines by the Elson and Morgan method (26), uronic acid by Dische's carbozol method (27), and sialic acid by Warren's method (28).

Electron microscopy. To characterize the structure of the isolated amyloid we subjected two preparations to electron microscopy: (a) amyloid suspended in distilled water referred to as soluble amyloid, and (b) amyloid suspended in 0.15 M saline. In saline, purified amyloid formed a precipitate that was suitable for embedding according to standard methods used in electron microscopy as well as for direct examination with the aid of the negative staining technique (29). The precipitate was fixed with 3% glutaraldehyde (30) and (or) 2% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in increasing concentrations of alcohol and propylene oxide, and embedded in Epon 812 (31). Thin sections were cut with an LKB ultratome, stained with uranyl acetate (32) and (or) lead hydroxide (33), and viewed with a Siemens Elmiskop I electron microscope at instrument magnifications of 15,000–60,000. Negative staining was carried out either by allowing a drop of the suspension to dry on a grid and subsequently contrasting it with 1% phosphotungstic acid (PTA) at pH 5–5.5 or by suspending the amyloid in an equal volume of 2% PTA or 0.5% uranyl oxalate (34) and subsequently applying the mixture to a carbon-coated Formvar-covered grid. Soluble amyloid was fixed with an equal amount of unbuffered 6% glutaraldehyde in distilled H2O. The protein precipitated upon addition of the fixative and could thus be embedded in the same manner as the amyloid in saline. For negative staining a drop of amyloid in solution was allowed to dry on the grid after which it was contrasted with 1% PTA or uranyl oxalate.

RESULTS

General appearance. Supernatants II, III, and IV had a straw color and a clear serous appearance. They contained 2.1, 1.7, and 3.6 mg of protein per ml, respectively, checked by biuret and Folin methods. The protein could be sedimented completely at 100,000 g in 1 hr in the form of a brown gel. After storage at 4°C for a week or more, an opalescence gradually appeared and much of the material could now be sedimented at 20,000 g. At room temperature the opalescence appeared within 2 days. When small quantities of different salts were added (NaCl, CaCl2, or even glycine buffer at various alkaline pH's) the clear solution became opalescent within minutes and a precipitate was formed within 1 hr.

Solubility and Congo red binding. To check the effect of salt on the solubility of this protein, we mixed 2 ml of supernatants II, III, or IV containing 2 mg of protein with an equal volume of solutions containing NaCl or CaCl2 at concentrations ranging from 0.005 to 0.3 mole/liter. After an incubation period of 3 hr, the mixtures were sedimented at 500 g for 3 min and the supernatants were then checked for protein content by measuring the absorbance at 280 mμ. The diagram in Fig. 2 shows that the protein precipitates in the presence of NaCl at concentrations as low as 0.0075–
0.01 mole/liter and in solutions of CaCl₂ at concentrations as low as 0.0025 mole/liter, and that precipitation was virtually complete in either solution at concentrations of salt greater than 0.01 mole/liter.

Addition of Congo red in 0.15 M NaCl to supernatants II, III, and IV resulted in a red gelatinous precipitate within 1 hr. This precipitate showed the typical green birefringence of amyloid in the polarizing microscope (6). As shown in Fig. 1, the amount of Congo red bound was proportional to the amount of protein added. Studies with several preparations which appeared to be pure electron microscopically and sedimented as a single peak in the ultracentrifuge showed that 1 mg of protein bound 0.32 mg of Congo red (Table I).

Another method of measuring the amount of amyloid left in solution after the addition of salt (Fig. 2) was to add an equal amount of a Congo red solution in 0.15 M NaCl to each of the supernatant solutions, incubate the mixture for 1 hr, centrifuge it again at 500 g for 30 min, and read the optical density of the supernatants at 490 mµ. The solid line in Fig. 2 is the mirror image of the dashed line obtained with NaCl and clearly shows that Congo red binding can be used as an alternate method for quantitating amyloid in solution.

**Chemical analysis.** The nitrogen content of the protein in supernatant II was 14.3%. Comparable values were obtained by Cohen (6) on purified amyloid fibrils and by Benditt, Lagunoff, Eriksen, and Iseri (4) on urea separated amyloid and by Pirani, Bestetti, Catchpole, and Meskauskas (35).

The amino acid composition, expressed as micromoles per 100 mg of protein, is listed in Table II. There is a predominance of acidic amino acids, a low content of cysteine and methionine, and no hydroxyproline. These results are similar to those found by Cohen (6) and Benditt and Eriksen (5).

The values of total hexoses, hexosamines, uronic acid, and sialic acid expressed as per cent of dry weight are listed in Table III. The total carbohydrate was less than 2.0%, and the amounts in each of the three fractions studied were rather constant.

The ultraviolet spectral absorptions of the three supernatants and of different preparations were similar, each having an absorption peak at 280 mµ and a small depression at 255 mµ (see Fig. 3).

---

### Table I

**Relationship of the Amount of Congo Red Bound per Milligram of Protein at Various Stages of the Purification of Amyloid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>mg protein/ml</th>
<th>mg Congo red removed/ml</th>
<th>mg Congo red/mg protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spleen homogenate, 20 g spleen in 400 ml normal saline</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue left, after 7 washings in saline, 400 ml</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amyloid solution in H₂O (supernatants II, III, IV)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II

**Amino Acid Composition of Soluble Amyloid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino Acid</th>
<th>µmoles/100 mg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lysine</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
<td>92.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartic acid</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threonine</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serine</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proline</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystine (half)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methionine</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxyproline*</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Determined separately (24).

### Table III

**Carbohydrate Composition of Soluble Amyloid**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Neutral sugars</th>
<th>Hexosamines</th>
<th>Uronic acid</th>
<th>Sialic acid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% of dry weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatant II</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatant III</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatant IV</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electrophoresis. In free electrophoresis in 0.1 M unbuffered Tris, pH 10, supernatant IV migrated as a single sharp peak towards the anode. An accurate mobility could not be calculated since the low conductivity of the Tris solution did not allow for more than 0.1 ma of current to be used. In this medium amyloid does not precipitate, whereas in salt solutions it does.

Sedimentation studies. Because of the solubility properties, all studies were done in distilled water. Freshly prepared solutions of supernatants II, III, or IV sedimented as a single, rather homogeneous peak in the analytical ultracentrifuge at speeds ranging from 20,000–52,000 rpm (Fig. 4a). Occasionally, a small shoulder or a trace of more rapidly sedimenting components was noted. The concentration estimated from the area under the peak corresponded very closely to the initial protein concentration and indicated that more than 95% of the material present was found in the major peak. The sedimentation coefficient at infinite dilution for several preparations was calculated to be 45–50S (Fig. 5). More prolonged homogenization, as in supernatants III and IV, or treatment with ultrasound (80,000 cycles/sec, 15 min) or with 6 M urea solution did not significantly change the sedimentation coefficient of the protein.

Storage of the material at 4°C for a week caused it to become opalescent. When the aged preparations were examined in the ultracentrifuge, they were usually composed of two peaks (Fig. 4b); the slow peak had the same sedimentation coefficient as the fresh material, while the rapid peak had a sedimentation coefficient of about 75S. This
rapidly sedimenting material probably represents a dimer of the original protein. In one instance only the 75S peak was seen. After 5 wk an additional faster peak that had a sedimentation coefficient of about 100S appeared, while the slow original 50S peak had disappeared. When this material was centrifuged into a pellet, resuspended in distilled water, and subjected to homogenization in the Virtis-45 high speed homogenizer for 5 min, it again became transparent and sedimented as a single peak with a sedimentation coefficient of 45–50S.

Ultrastructure of fibrils. In thin positively stained sections (Fig. 6), amyloid isolated by the method described in this communication showed the fibrillar structure found in electron micrographs of sectioned amyloid-laden tissues by other investigators (11–18). The fibrils ranged from 80 to 200 A in width, the majority measuring roughly 100 A. They crisscrossed into and out of the plane of section, making it difficult to determine their length. One of the longest fibrils seen in one plane measured 0.5 µ. In the salt-precipitated specimen, a large percentage of the fibrils consisted of two longitudinal subunits that were equal in width and separated by a space of ±25 A. These two subunits appeared to remain parallel throughout their course (Figs. 6 and 7). However, when fibrils consisted of more than two longitudinal subunits, they pursued a parallel course only for a short distance, after which they twisted, crossed, or diverged. Scattered among the fibrils were irregularly shaped dots (Fig. 6) which probably represented tangential and cross sections of the fibrils. Their shape would presumably depend on the number of longitudinal subunits and the angle of the plane of section to the long axis of the fibril. Occasional cross sections showed a radiolucent core. The only differences noted between "soluble" and salt-precipitated amyloid in embedded and sectioned specimens were that in "soluble" amyloid the number of longitudinal subunits was smaller, the fibrils were generally shorter, and single units measuring only ±40 A in diameter were often observed. As others have reported (5, 17, 18), such single units appeared to have a beaded or helical structure.

The ultrastructure of the negatively stained preparations closely resembled that recently reported by Shirahama and Cohen (18) (Figs. 7–9). As these authors noted, the terminology adopted to describe amyloid fibrils in tissue sec-
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Figure 7 A clump of precipitated amyloid fibrils negatively stained with 1% phosphotungstate pH 5.5. At the periphery of the clump, filaments run in pairs and end together (see half-circles). Arrows at bottom point to two twists in same pair of filaments. × 120,000.

The descriptions is difficult to apply to isolated negatively stained amyloid because of the greater resolution obtained in the latter specimens. Therefore, in describing the negatively stained material, we will avoid use of specific nomenclature as much as possible. However, in order to forestall confusion, we will call the unit structure most commonly seen at moderate magnifications amyloid filament, as Shirahama and Cohen have done (18). In all the preparations examined, filaments measured 40-75 A in diameter and ranged from several millimicrons in length to the smallest resolvable fragments. They clearly had a beaded or helical substructure which will not be described in detail here. The salt-precipitated amyloid showed thick bundles of filaments (sometimes as many as 30 could be counted within one bundle) as well as large clumps of intertwining filaments (Fig. 7). Strikingly, at the periphery of such clumps, the structures were commonly seen in pairs. In that case, they were separated by a dense area, presumably a space which varied from 30 to 60 A in different pairs, but which seemed to be uniform throughout the course of the same pair. Pairs of filaments remained parallel even when twisting occurred (Figs. 7 and 8), and they usually termi-

Figure 8 Salt-precipitated amyloid shows paired filaments negatively stained with 2% PTA. Note beaded structure and apparent break. × 200,000.
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nated together as if they had been formed or broken simultaneously. Binding of these lateral aggregates did not seem to be very firm, however, since incomplete pairs (Fig. 8) or splitting of a pair was sometimes seen. In addition to the filaments, smaller longitudinal subunits which measured only 20–25 Å in width were seen singly or alongside the larger units (Fig. 8). A discussion of the relationship of these smaller structures to the filaments is beyond the scope of this paper, especially since a hypothetical interpretation of similar observations has been recently published (18).

Soluble amyloid, which had been allowed to dry on grids before the application of the contrasting agent, generally showed smaller clumps and thinner bundles of filaments. Moreover, single filaments and the small longitudinal units were more commonly encountered than in the salt-precipitated specimens.

**DISCUSSION**

The present study presents clear evidence that a protein having the known properties of amyloid has been obtained in a water-soluble form from the spleen of a patient with primary amyloidosis. Since the material recovered included almost all of the Congo red-binding substances present in the spleen, it seems likely that this represents a major fraction of the amyloid material. However, the possibility does remain that additional constituents of amyloid with different solubility properties may have remained in the insoluble residue. Furthermore, although amyloid from patients with primary, secondary, genetically determined amyloid and experimental amyloid from different species appear to have many common properties (6, 11–13), they may not be identical.

The unusual ability of amyloid to precipitate at low salt concentration, while many contaminating tissue constituents are soluble, was extremely useful in its purification. To extract this material, it was necessary first to homogenize the tissue and then to wash out the electrolytes present in the suspension. It would appear that once the fibrils are broken up, the electrolytes are responsible for the precipitation of the fibrils. A suspension of pure amyloid in saline or buffer will not dissolve to give a clear solution even on prolonged dialysis against distilled water. Only by repeated homogenization with distilled water, after removal of all salts, can a clear aqueous solution be obtained. The reason why solubility in water cannot be achieved by extensive and prolonged dialysis against water remains to be explained.

The method used here yields a product whose electronmicroscope appearance and chemical composition do not differ significantly from that prepared by Shirahama and Cohen's method (6, 15). An additional observation which proved of value in following the process of purification of the amyloid was the stoichiometric interaction with Congo red. Several preparations which appeared pure on ultracentrifuged analysis bound 0.32 mg of dye per 1 mg of amyloid.

Electronmicroscope studies of the fibrils under a variety of conditions in general confirmed the findings of Shirahama and Cohen (18). Individual filaments had a diameter of 40–75 Å and ranged from a few angstroms to many angstroms in length. They were seen as single filaments, pairs, or large intertwining bundles containing as many as 30 or more filaments.

Although a precise relation of the material in solution and the fibrils has not been determined,
it seems likely that the molecules in solution with sedimentation coefficient of 45–50S in water are much smaller than the fibrils seen in the electron microscope. It seems possible that the fibrils may represent polymers of these soluble molecules or, alternatively, a different physical state of the soluble amyloid. The fact that these molecules are highly reactive and tend to polymerize readily is indicated by the fact that the sedimentation coefficients rose from 50S to 100S with age, and that the solution became more and more opalescent on standing. It is not known whether amyloid reacts also with other proteins. If this were the case, this reactivity, taken together with its insolubility in salt, may be responsible for the deposition of amyloid in a variety of tissues.

A number of questions remain to be answered before the nature of amyloid can be definitively determined and its pathogenesis elucidated. Among these are the identity or nonidentity of amyloid in different disease states, its homogeneity or heterogeneity in any one disease, the nature of the binding of this highly reactive molecule to tissue constituents, and the factors that determine its sites of deposition. The similarity of electron micrographs of amyloid from a variety of tissues and different disease states (11–15) as well as the isolation of soluble amyloid with a sedimentation coefficient of about 45S from a patient with familial Mediterranean fever (36) suggests that there may be many similarities in the structure of different preparations of amyloid. Additional studies of its primary, secondary, and tertiary structures and a more sophisticated search for serum proteins, such as a γ-globulin and its fragments, in the purified preparations will shed much light on its precise nature. The availability of a pure, water-soluble preparation will help to provide answers to many of these questions in the near future.
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